
Now you don’t have to waste time and resources on method development, 
optimization, and troubleshooting
Partner with Agilent CrossLab to overcome application problems and reduce the time it 
takes to deploy the latest productivity and usability enhancements. Our global team of 
scientific and technical experts harness their deep knowledge of Agilent equipment and 
laboratory best practices to address your application needs.  

Operators not familiar with hardware or software? Need 
troubleshooting help? 
We can enhance your team’s application knowledge and keep your 
method operational.

Transferring your method or adding new method capabilities?  
Let us help you optimize your method, so you can get the results you need 
in the most efficient way possible. 

Having trouble putting a method into practice? 
We’ll work with you to implement a referenceable method based on 
application notes, USP method, instrument demo, publication, kit,  
or analyzer. 

Limited method development experience?  
We can research and develop a custom method suited to your  
laboratory’s needs.

Accelerate Productivity, 
Improve Outcomes
Agilent CrossLab method  
and application services



Expert insights based on your lab’s requirements

Method maintenance

When your lab is running a method day in and day out, you 
don’t want surprises. We can help keep your methods running 
smoothly with services like these:

–   New-hire application training

–    Application troubleshooting

–    Data analysis, automation, and reporting

–    Tuning and calibration

Method development

Frustrated by tedious method development? Give us a  
call. We’ll help simplify the process with these services 
and more: 

–   Methods for advanced, complex applications

–   Long-term projects and in-depth collaborations

–   Remote consulting by telephone or Webex

Method implementation

Begin producing reliable results from the start. Let us 
help you quickly and accurately implement methods with 
services such as:

–    Chromatographic choice 

–    Acquisition selection 

–    Database/library creation and macro development 

–    Compound identification/molecular  
structure elucidation 

–    Sample preparation assistance

Method optimization

Success depends on the timeliness and accuracy of 
your data. We’ll work with you to find hidden method 
improvements that can take your results to the next level. 
Our services include:

–   Sensitivity optimization

–   Differential profiling/expression

–   Method transfer

–   Workflow optimization

Your Agilent representative will work with you to create a customized package of services based on your lab’s technologies  
and application needs.

Learn more about ensuring the best analytical and business 
outcomes—from sample preparation to final report. 
www.agilent.com/crosslab/method-application-consulting
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Agilent CrossLab services. From insight to outcome.
CrossLab is an Agilent capability that integrates services and consumables 
to support workflow success and important outcomes like improved 
productivity and operational efficiency. Through CrossLab, Agilent strives to 
provide insight in every interaction to help you achieve your goals. CrossLab 
offers method optimization, flexible service plans, and training for all skill 
levels. We have many other products and services to help you manage your 
instruments and your lab for best performance.

Learn more about Agilent CrossLab, and see examples of insight that leads 
to great outcomes, at www.agilent.com/crosslab

http://www.agilent.com/crosslab/method-application-consulting

